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Introduction

by martin

Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill).
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year).
The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming.
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is
intrinsically better or worse. That is the stated policy of the Mill.
Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill.
The Mill's mission is to promote 15mm.
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome.
There is no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is
for ordinary gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share
their interest with others. In fact, the Mill would rather have articles based upon a
normal table set up with normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their
"table size" might find the Mill not to their liking.
If any gamer has an article or pictures, then please send them to
martinraegoddard@gmail.com
There are no article "size" limitations.
Each article will be credited by a first name only. No nicknames.
Also, no photos of faces, unless in the distance.
• The Mill does not publish for profit.
• The Mill does not accept advertising.
• The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search
for "Peter Pig".
• The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not
provide a proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and
telephone number. If these are not provided, then proceed with caution as
they are avoiding contact for a reason.
• The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved.
• The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution.
• The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines.
• If you can help with articles and ideas, please do so.
• Articles can be in non-English language too.

• There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus, a review will be
called "a review"

Hope you enjoy this magazine.
martin Goddard
July 2022

AK47 Mapless Campaign by
Derek
The following gives a campaign style background for a group of AK47 players’ games –
even if their meets are infrequent. Clearly, when a campaign halt is called, the President
is the overall winner although all members of the Government can be looked upon as
being on the winning team.
Anyhow, on with the game:
1. Players give themselves an “African” family name. (Usual AK47 puns expected!)
2. Players roll 5 dice. Total up each player’s roll. Rank in order. Lower half are Rebels.
Top half are Government. Highest total is the initial “President for Life”. (If there’s an
odd number of players the extra player is Government).
3. Government supporters form the initial pool. This initial pool is the same size as the
Governmental cabinet.
The President allocates jobs to his cabinet.
There are Governmental posts (Minister for the Fine Arts, Minister for Trade, Minister
for Tourism, Minister for Pubic Health, Minister for Paper-clips etc.) for all the
President’s pool. The posts are titles only. No post has access to better equipment, more
units, more money etc.
4. Games are played 1 Rebel v 1 Government. These games constitute a round.
5. Randomise who plays who.
If there’s an odd number of players then the odd Government player has a meeting
abroad (shopping with Governmental cash), and so he misses this round. When he
comes home after 12 below he goes to the pool.
6. Any player may use any army in the rules. There are no Government or Rebel
limitations
Randomise/use any table for each pair. The Rebel is always the attacker.
Each round is called a month. This is purely for flavour. The “June 1968” round sounds
better than “round 3”, for example.
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7. Play Games.
When all games are played this ends the round/month. Look at each game:
President Alive
Govt Player Dead
Winner
Rebel Player


Government

Rebels

Alive
President (or his
brother) chooses
whether each
player (or their
brother), keeps
their allegiance or
goes to the pool.
Rebel goes to the
pool or becomes
President, if it was
the President he
beat. Govt player’s
brother becomes a
rebel.

President Dead
Govt Player Dead
Winner
Rebel Player


Government

Rebels

Alive
Rebel stays a rebel.
Government
player’s brother
goes to the pool.
Highest scoring
rebel of all the
rebels who won
becomes the new
President for Life.

Rebel Player Dead
Govt Player Alive

Both players retain
their allegiance.

President chooses
whether Govt
player keeps their
job or goes to the
pool. Rebel player’s
brother becomes a
revenge fuelled
rebel.

Rebel Player Dead
Govt Player Alive

Both Players Dead

Both Players
Alive

President chooses
whether each player’s
brother keeps their
Both players
allegiance or goes to
retain their
the pool.
allegiance.

Rebel’s brother
becomes a revenge
seeking rebel.
Government player’s
brother goes to the
pool.

Both Players Dead

Rebel player
goes to pool.
President
chooses
whether
Government
player goes
to pool or
becomes a
rebel.

Both Players
Alive

Both players retain
their allegiance.

Each player chooses
whether their brothers Both players
rebel or go to the
retain their
pool.
allegiance.

Government player
goes to the pool.
Rebel player’s
brother is a rebel.

Rebel stays a rebel.
Government player’s
brother goes to the
pool.

Both players
go to the
pool.

If there are too now many rebels (i.e. more than half the number of players) then all dice.
Highest rolls go to the pool.
If there are now too many in the pool (i.e. more than the number of posts as previously
determined in 3.) then all those not given posts obviously feel snubbed and become
rebels.
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If the President was killed, then the pool votes for the next President.
Each player has 10 votes + their (or their brother’s) score in the last game.
-10 votes if they themselves were not on table in the last game.
The President gives out the ministry positions to the pool and then rebels as required to
form his cabinet.
Those in the Pool who aren’t given a post become rebels in
disgust.
Go to 6.
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Tomorrow we’ll have coffee in
Huesca by Adrian & John
The title of this short article comes from George Orwell’s comment that prior to the
start of the siege of Huesca the commanding General had happily declared “Tomorrow
we’ll have coffee in Huesca”. Months later when the town still had not fallen, this
refrain became a standing joke amongst the frustrated Republican troops.

Republican ‘Rata’ looking for trouble

Introduction
Our small group has been playing Peter Pig’s Bayonet & Ideology rules for many years.
We find that the mix of professional troops and militia, technology and bravery, tactics
and desperate charges are all captured well. Since the introduction of the latest version in
2017 we have been playing the game every 6 weeks or so. We particularly like the
introduction of assets and additional troops. We also feel that the terrain generating
system works well.
However, over time and with so many games under our belts we found that our little
group often ends up with the same terrain set up. This has the maximum number of
Building templates allowed by the rules. Games are then themselves very similar as we
move our troops from cover to cover.
One of our group members decided to look at an alternative terrain system. He wanted to
produce a method that would produce realistic but different terrain for each game. He
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also set himself the task of coming up with a system that would reflect the variation in
terrain seen through-out Spain. Ideally the outcome would also produce terrain for a
potential future campaign.
It should be stressed that we do not consider the tables produced as a replacement to the
terrain table given in the rules. The approach described here was simply intended to
produce some interesting alternatives.
This article describes how Adrian went about this task and the impact it has had on our
games.

Creation of the new terrain tables
It was obvious from the start that this was going to be a large project.
Spain has a large number of regions. There is considerable variety of terrain within
those regions. Furthermore, the mix of terrain is often unique to a particular region. To
deal with the volume and potential complexity of work, Adrian kept the task as logical
and straight-forward as possible. A map of Spanish Provinces and their Capitals was
obtained. Adrian concluded that many of the areas around each of the provincial
capitals could be represented by the standard terrain table in the rule book. Other areas
would however need specific tables.
Adrian obtained pictures and topographical data for each region. This was obtained
from internet searches. For example, the data for Huesca was obtained from Britannica,
Liquisearch and Wikipedia. This amalgamated data suggested an area that was
mountainous with plenty of wood land, interspersed with livestock pastures and a sparse
population. For the terrain table this meant no building templates (however the three
objective squares became three scattered buildings), 1-3 woods, 2-4 Rough Hills, 2-4
Gentle Hills and 0-2 pieces of Dead Ground per player.
Two additional terrain types were added:- Dangerous (representing scree slopes etc)
and Impassable representing the higher steeper slopes seen near the Pyrenees.
Finally, a new asset type was introduced to represent the Entrenchments built by both
sides during the war.

Huesca - our first try of the new terrain tables
It was clear that our first try out of the new terrain tables should be the one for Huesca.
George Orwell recorded his experience with the POUM Militia in the siege of Huesca in
his book Homage to Catalonia. Ken Loach’s film Land & Freedom was clearly inspired
by Orwell’s experiences. We therefore had a good idea what our table should look like
and what a game of Bayonet & Ideology in the area around Huesca should play like.
The film shows a very hilly and rugged landscape. Cover is provided by the
entrenchments built by both sides on the tops of facing hill lines. There is also plenty of
dead ground. The going is difficult. There would be very few buildings. You only really
see one building in the ‘trench line’ scenes in Land Freedom and this is used as the HQ /
Cookhouse / Aid post by the POUM.
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Adrian’s Table for Huesca is:HUESCA (replaces generic table in the Rules)
Buildings
Woods
Rough Hills
Dead Ground
Gentle Hills
Dangerous
Impassable

None
1 to 3
2 to 4
1 to 3
2 to 4
0 to 2
0 to 2

This is the amount of terrain available to each side and each terrain piece occupies a
template of 2 six-inch squares on the table. Hills could therefore occupy 32 of the 60
squares in the playing area. This is 53% of the total. Dead Ground can use an additional
10% of the space. Finally, the new Dangerous and Impassable types can add a further
13%. Therefore, three-quarters of the table can be occupied by hilly and rough terrain.
This therefore fits with what we would expect to see. It is also very different from the
type of Building heavy table we usually got using the standard table in the Rule Book.

Scenery set up for the Huesca game prior to deployment
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For the trial game we used an Anarchist Company for the Republicans and a standard
army list for the Nationalists. Not surprisingly neither side went for armoured vehicles.
Instead, both sides spent their additional points on extra troops and LMGs, MMGs, Field
Guns. The Anarchists also added in a group of bombers.
The new ‘Entrenchment’ asset gave a square of full cover for each 6 rolled on the 12
available dice. This partially compensated for the loss of full cover due to the lack of
Building squares. Each of the three objective squares also provided full cover.

Nationalist artillery emplaced behind entrenchments

The game itself went very well. It was surprising though that we were more aggressive
than usual. This might reflect the fact that the reduced amount of cover meant that it was
important to ‘close’ with the enemy as quickly as possible. There were certainly no
obvious issues with the new approach.
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The River Assault
For our second game we chose the Tarragona region. This includes the River Ebro and
therefore gave the opportunity to try out a river assault game. We wrote some additional
rules for these games, and these are briefly described below.
In the case of a river assault, the river replaces the long road during the set-up stage. The
Defender places the river in one of rows 2,3,4. Note, this was not then followed by an
opposed roll. This is due to the subsequent use of the river in the placement of one of the
objective squares. An opposed roll could lead to an objective in row 1 or row 5, neither
of which is allowed or for that matter sensible.
The Bridge Objective is then placed at the point that the road crosses the river. The other
two objectives are then placed to give the usual total of 8 (i.e. the sum of the rows that
each objective occupies).The banks of the river count as Partial cover. Due to this it was
decided to reduce the number of Primary and the Partial scenery pieces to 6 of each per
side. This means that despite the cover provided by the river there is still a reasonable
amount of open terrain.
The river can be crossed in a number of ways. Firstly, if the Attacker captures the
bridge, then they can cross the river using the road with no penalty. If the Defender
occupies a river square, then the attacker can cross at that square by winning a standard
assault. If the square where the Attacker wishes to cross the river is unoccupied then an
AP cost of the standard Assault cost minus 1 is required. Finally, a ‘hidden’ ford was
used to ensure that the Defender did not simply concentrate their forces at the Bridge
Objective. This was placed by the Attacker following the Defender’s deployment phase.
Crossing the river at the ford incurs no penalty. This therefore helped ensure that the
Defender spread out their forces to cover likely crossing points. It also provides the
Attacker with the chance to conduct a lightning swift attack across the river.
The Tarragona Table is shown below :Scenery Type
Buildings
Woods
Vineyards
Orchards
Rough Hills
Dead Ground
Gentle Hills
Open Fields
River (Ebro)

Number per player
1–2
0–2
1–2
1–2
0–1
0–2
0–1
0–2
0–1

Buildings are small, scattered farms. These are represented by single squares of isolated
buildings. Vineyards and Orchards are both partial scenery and have to be placed
adjacent to building squares. The impact of this is a table with little full cover that is
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dominated by a river which runs down the centre. The difference between the Huesca
terrain table shown earlier in the article and this one is obvious.

Scenery set up for the Tarragona game prior to deployment
The game pitted an attacking Republican army company against a defending Moroccan
army one. Both sides had armoured cars to make use of the flat and relatively open
terrain. Tank Hunters were however also active, and they helped reduce any advantage
either sides armour might have had. In the event the game came down to the efforts of
the opposing infantry forces. There was fierce fighting at several points along the river.
Ultimately, the Republicans were successful in seizing and holding the Bridge Objective
but were not able to make progress elsewhere. Adding up the victory points gave a Draw
which we felt was the correct result. We thought that the Republican attempts to
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concentrate sufficient force at various parts of the river and the Moroccan players’
reinforcement of these threatened areas helped produce a really enjoyable game.

The capture of the Bridge Objective by the attacking Republican infantry.

The Republican attempt to cross the hidden ford runs into trouble.
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Summary
This article has described work carried out to add variety to the scenery selection
process in the Bayonet & Ideology rule set.
We feel that not only do the terrain tables increase the variety of games. They also give a
chance to play some semi-historical scenarios. As noted as a possible objective earlier, a
natural extension of the tables would be the development of a fully-fledged campaign
system.
Although, there were some initial misgivings about the additional numbers and types of
scenery pieces that would be required, in practice there has not been an issue. This was
solved by a willingness to be flexible with the scenery we were already using for the
game e.g. Orchards were represented by a single tree pre square compared to the greater
number we were used to using for Woods.
So far, we have played two games using the new terrain tables. We intentionally chose
very different tables and in each case the games worked well, provided interesting
challenges and did not produce any particular issues. We enjoyed matching the
companies used to the region of each terrain table to give an appropriate scenario.
Although, the creation of the new tables has been a substantial piece of work by Adrian,
we do feel it adds to the longevity of the game for our group.
Time for that cup of Coffee.
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MERCENARY

AK47 Republic Scenario 4 :
Raid on Hobee
by Julian and Derek

Introduction
This scenario is designed to be played as a normal game of AK47 Republic (Reloaded).
As standard the game should last no more than three hours and is played on the usual 6
foot by 3 foot battlefield. Game markers and cards are provided. The rules and all the
figures are available at peterpig.co.uk.

Background
The opposition have been operating assaults into our territory from an airfield just across
the border near the northern city of Hobee. Intelligence sources have alerted us to a build
up of mobile forces near the border plus increased activity at the airfield. The Minister
for War has authorized a pre-emptive strike against the opposition. We have decided to
launch a combined operation of our land and airborne forces. We will carry out a para
drop onto the airfield and take control of this key staging point for enemy troops. At the
same time , our army will strike fast across the border and like the cavalry will link up
with the lightly armed paratroopers. Intelligence has indicated that the airfield is lightly
defended but motorized units are based 10km from the airfield at the border. The key to
the whole operation is surprise and the goal is to seize the airfield to stop further
reinforcements being flown in by the enemy whilst enabling us to fly in our own
reinforcements with supplies and heavy weapons.

Scenario Special Rules
Recruitment Drive
●

Your army can include the free 30 points of foot awarded from the
previous scenario and the 15 pts discount on a carrier allowance
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Templates & Objectives

• Roads are laid out as normal with the crossroads in the column that does not
include a runway template.
• 4 building templates are the objective choices. Two of these templates represent
the airport, control tower, hangars etc. They must touch the runway but be at least
12” from each other and in different sectors. .
• The runway is 6 templates in a row, treated as “open ground” .(See Map) treated
as one giant template for purposes of ownership only. The runway should be 36”
by 8” across only two sectors and is treated as a single template for the purpose of
victory point calculations.
• 4 more scenery pieces from a choice of hills, rocky outcrops, rough ground and
gully.
• There must be at least one scenery template in each sector before the attacker gets
to potentially move scenery pieces. The runway and the three objectives cannot be
moved by the attacker.

Parachute Drop
• The attacker only can opt for one softskin carrier allowance to be a paradrop
allowance for one regular or professional unit. This must be chosen at completion of
stage 7 in the pre-game sequence with a declaration of which table edge his airplanes
will be approaching the drop site from.
• This unit cannot be less than 5 bases or more than 12 bases of lightly armed foot (
small arms and RPGs only). No heavy weapons, vehicles and towed guns.
• If there are excess bases, these go to the reserves box.
• At stage 9 in the pre-game sequence, the Defender cannot have more than two units
starting on the table, including for an aggressive border incident. The attacker has
two reinforcement units, the first is decided as usual, and the second unit is the
owner’s choice. The paradrop unit can not be a reinforcement unit.
• The attacker must activate the paradrop unit first in both turns 1 & 2.
• Turn 1, upon activation the attacker announces from which point on the declared
table edge their airplanes will be entering the table. The player then declares the
landing site by placing the Arrivals Template (ARVT) on the table and this
will determine the straight line flight path from the arrival point to the landing site.
The landing site can be anywhere but must be open ground and free of enemy
bases/vehicles
The 15 Mill Edition 7 November 2020
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• The unit is split into “sticks” of three bases with a minimum of two sticks and a
maximum of four.
• To determine where each stick lands Roll 2d6 (professionals get +2)
• 11,12 is On Target.
• 8,9,10 is the adjacent ARVT along in the direction of the flight.
• 5,6,7 is the next ARVT along in the direction of the flight.
• 2,3,4 is the final ARVT along in the direction of the flight.
• Place your ARVT over this space to see if there is a scenery template(s) or any of
the opponent’s bases covered by the ARVT.
• Each stick rolls a D6 to see the effects of landing on that site, which will affect
only one base within that stick.

Roll
1
2
3
4
5
6

No Template
Reg
Prof
OK
OK
OK
OK
Pin
Dead

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Pin

Template in it
Reg
Prof
OK
OK
OK
Pin
Pin
Dead

OK
OK
OK
OK
Pin
Dead

• The Owner always chooses where in the ARVT the stick is placed.
• If the ARVT is completely in water, all bases are automatically dead.
• If the ARVT is over water and land, the Owner can choose the land but this is
considered “with template in it”.
• If ARVT is completely off table, the stick goes into the reserves box and can rejoin
the unit from turn 3 onwards if there is a friendly unit within 6” of the paradrop unit
and the line of sight is free of defender’s bases.
• If whole unit is off table, then that unit is now a foot entry reinforcement unit but can
only attempt to re-enter from that edge of the table from the next turn.
• In turn 1 only, once the sticks have been placed on the table they can not move or
assault that turn. They can shoot and defend against an assault.
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• If the defender has at least one base/vehicle within the arrival template, the attacker’s
stick(s ) in that arrival template will receive -1 modifier to all shooting/defending
dice in turn 1.
• In Turns 1 + 2, if a stick is more than 2 bases away from another stick, one of the
bases in that stick will receive a pinned marker (owner’s choice). The unit is not
allowed to create an outlier group until turn 3.
• In Turn 2, the paradrop unit must again be the first unit to be activated.
• The unit cannot assault until all sticks are within 2 bases of another stick.
• The attacker’s general cannot attempt to join the unit until turn 3 onwards.
• If there were bases from that unit , which were not included in the paradrop, these
can be fed into the unit from the reserves box once there is a friendly unit within 6”
of the paradrop unit and the line of sight is free of defender’s bases.

Additional Victory Points (for both attacker and
defender)
• Secured Runway - have at least one base/vehicle on the runway and the runway is
free of any opponent’s bases/vehicles (1D6+1)
• Secured Runway and both airport objectives (2D6+2). Congratulations General !
You have secured safe traffic for your airborne reinforcements.

Scenario Reward
Playing this scenario will reward both player’s with an extra 30 Army points and a free
softskin carrier allowance (worth 15 army points) for Scenario 5.
Have Fun !
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Operation Mercury, Crete
1941 – The Maleme Landings by
Miles and Simon

Introduction
This article provides the scenario rules for one of three PBI scenarios developed and
fought over the last 2 and a half years (the Covid-19 pandemic having delayed much inperson gaming). This scenario has seen a number of play tests by different players,
including at the Beachhead 2022 show in Bournemouth, before the grand finale of the
“Crete Day” played on 14th May 2022 at the wonderful Entoyment games store in Poole
and followed by a most insightful lecture on the Crete campaign by local historian Toby
McLeod.
During the course of the scenario development, various iterations of the forthcoming
PBI 2020 rules were used, while Martin kindly sculpted a new and much-extended
range of German paratroopers.
This scenario would not have been possible without the patient participation of the playtesters, who have included at various times: Martin, Miles, Big Mike and Stewart (who
all contributed troops, scenery and/or other models), John W, Derek, Weymouth Mike,
Colin, Chris, Richard. Apologies to anyone else I forgot! A special mention to Les, who
painted up the Australian infantry and kindly delivered them from France for our use,
but who has not yet been able to play the game itself.

Concept
This scenario uses standard PBI rules (whichever version happens to be current!) with
only minor modifications for theatre / scenario flavour and specifics. It inevitably
includes a lot of simplifications and distortions – of ground scale, timings and troops.
The aim was nevertheless to maintain the overall feel of the battlefield, as well as the
key strategic aims. Allied troop quality reflects their relative performance on the day,
using Raw for those poorly led and/or equipped, as opposed to the actual combat
experience and/or training of those involved.
Given the scaling up of a PBI Platoon to represent an entire Company, each German
parachute base roughly represents an entire ‘stick’ / glider’s payload, hence no trail of
parachutes from a single troop carrier
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Preliminaries
Force scaling
•
•
•
•

1 PBI company = 1 battalion
1 PBI platoon = 1 company
1 MMG or mortar base = weapons platoon
1 Matilda II = the pair that were present

Context and historical outcome

• Maleme airfield was one of the Germans' primary objectives
• parachutists and glider-borne troop were scattered when dropping, with some
drowning in the sea, a number injured on landing and some impaled on bamboo
groves, as well as those shot by Allied troops on their way down; some Ju 52
transport planes were also shot down before dropping their troops
• Commonwealth forces rapidly despatched paratroopers that landed on their
positions (German parachute canopies could not be steered), but otherwise failed
to counterattack in strength
• Hill 107 was key to controlling the airfield: once it was lost, the British artillery
could no longer be brought to bear on the airfield
• Vickers MMGs covering the airfield were overrun early on: their crews had no
personal weapons with which to defend themselves
• the tanks drove into the ravine or otherwise broke down / got their turret jammed
or else found out that they’d loaded the wrong ammunition
• the Germans air-landed reinforcements onto the runway, as well as by parachute
• Commonwealth forces were forced to retreat East
• the RAF personnel were poorly armed and led, not having been trained or
equipped to act as infantry.
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•
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Scenario design notes

• aims to reflect the general chaos on both sides - randomised placement of the
Germans
• Germans need to seize the key objectives and hold to be reinforced (from the
landing strip and from the West via the ravine and bridge)
• Allies start off partially entrenched but should try to counterattack
• some Allied reinforcements may arrive from the East
• Germans should be better armed (once the paras find their containers) than the
Allies - with AT rifles, mortars, MMGs, SMGs
• Allies have no mortars, few MMGs, unreliable armour, no on-table artillery
• Allies can call in off-table artillery Assets as long as they have command of the
North-facing slope of Hill 107 [squares D5 and E5]
• Allied MMGs can fire from Hill 107 [squares D5 and/or E5] to the airfield, over
intervening olive orchards and troops if necessary

Forces
Allied (5th New Zealand Brigade):
• NZ 22 Battalion: 4 PBI platoons (representing HQ, A, C, D companies) [Average]
– in place at the start of the game
• NZ 21 Battalion (reinforcements): HQ plus A and B Coys [Average]
• NZ 23 Battalion (reinforcements): HQ plus A and B Coys [Average]
• 1 x Matilda II [Raw]
• 2 x Vickers MMG bases [Average]
• Maori Company [Average]
• RAF ground crews [Raw]

German:
• 3 companies of glider-borne paratroopers 1st Battalion, Luftlande SturmRegiment
(I / LLSR) = 3 PBI platoons [Veteran]
• Drop 1: 2 companies 2nd Battalion, Luftlande SturmRegiment (II / LLSR) = 2 PBI
platoons [Veteran]
• Drop 2: 2 companies, 3rd Battalion, Luftlande SturmRegiment (III / LLSR) = 2
PBI platoons [Veteran]
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Maori Company
Arrival

HQ
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○

23 Battalion
Arrival

A
○

21 Battalion
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Key to sketch map

• Tavronitis Riverbed (dry): A1 to A12 [Note: riverbank is on one edge only of
column A, with the table edge being part of the dry riverbed that extends further
to the West; it counts as a PBI 2020 “gully”]
• Girder Bridge: A10
• Road: A10 to H11
• RAF camp [counts as partial cover]: C8 & C9
• Landing Strip [counts as partial cover, indicated by wrecked aircraft and/or
supplies]: C12 to E12
• Maleme Town: G9 & G10
• Hill 107: D4 & D5; E4 & E5
• Olive orchards: C7, C6, C5, C4, C2, D9, D8, D2, F6 F5, F3, F2, H7, H6, H2, H1
• Vineyards: E9, F9, E8, F8
• Vineyard Ridge (hill): H1 & H2
• Bofors gun: placed where convenient on Hill 107 [has no game function]
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Order of Play and Turn Sequence

• Lay out scenery, as per table sketch and description above
• Players take it in turns (German first) to place a total of 9 partial cover markers
(e.g. parachute canopies) in any square
• Place all Allied troops, except for 21 and 23 Battalions and the Maoris, as per
Deployment: there must be at least one base in each of the marked deployment
squares
• Place dug-in markers in up to four New Zealand infantry squares (see below for
criteria)
• Allies choose whether to use their anti-aircraft guns against attacking aircraft, or
else to reserve them for use against gliders and parachute aircraft
• Allied players roll accordingly for Depletions
• Germans work out their Depletions and place the glider-borne troops as Turn 1
• Play continues as per normal PBI rules (subject to Special Rules below), other
than that the PBI Battle Clock is extended to run down from 31.

Deployment
Allied Positioning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21 Battalion: reinforcements from H5, H6, H7
22 Battalion:
HQ: H8, H9
A Company: D4, D5, E4, E5, F4, F5
C Company: C11, C12, D11, D12, E11, E12
D Company: B5, B6, B7, C5, C6, C7
Machine Guns: D5 and/or E5
Maori Company: reinforcements from H11
RAF detachment: C8, C9
Matilda Tank: E9
23 Battalion: reinforcements from H1, H2, H3

Allied Depletions
The Allies suffered from German aerial attack over many days prior to the air landings.
Some sectors’ anti-aircraft guns disclosed their positions while engaging these attacks,
while in other sectors the guns remained silent and camouflaged.
The Allies have a choice to make: reduce the attrition from earlier aerial attack, or hold
their fire for the airlanding assault.
For each Allied base (not tanks or command bases), roll 2D6:
•
•

If anti-aircraft guns have been used to engage attacking aircraft, the base is lost on a
double 1
If the anti-aircraft guns had previously remained silent, the base is lost on a double 1 or a
double 2
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German Depletions
Before positioning the Germans, roll 2D6 for each base (applies to both glider- and
parachute-borne troops):
• if a total of 3 is scored and the Allies used anti-aircraft guns, the base is lost
during the drop
• if a total of 5 is scored and the Allies did not use anti-aircraft guns, the base is lost
during the drop
• if a total of 11 is scored, the base is injured / killed on landing and removed from
the game
• if a Company Commander base (representing an in-game battalion HQ) is lost, it
is replaced by a surviving base of its owner’s choice (which itself is then lost from
the game)
• if a Platoon Commander base is lost (representing an in-game Company HQ), it is
replaced by a surviving base of its owner’s choice from the same platoon (which
itself is then lost from the game)
• in all other cases, the base is available for positioning as below

German Positioning
Only the glider-borne troops are placed initially. Up to 2 waves of parachute-borne
reinforcements (Drops 1 and 2) may subsequently land during the game.
For each Company (PBI platoon) whether landing by glider or parachute:
• Position the command base first, by throwing a pair of D6 for its X-position
(along bottom table edge, according to the above sketch map) and then 3D6 for its
Y-position (along the left-hand table edge)
• Pair of D6:
2D6
2
3,4
score
Column Off left (West) A
table edge

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

B

C

D

E

F

G
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•

Three D6:

3D6
score
Row

3D6
score
Row

3,4,5
Off top (North)
table edge

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

11

10

9

8

7

12

13

14

15

16

17

6

5

4

3

2

1

18
Off bottom (South)
table edge

The same process is followed to position the Battalion (PBI Company) commanders.
For the troops in each company when landing by parachute, throw for each base and position it
relative to the command base as follows:
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Note that this company base location grid is orientated in a North-South direction (i.e.
the ‘Second pair of D6’) arrow is pointing in the direction of the landing strip from Hill
107).
A grid to print and record German base positions on is included in the Appendices.
Having positioned all bases of the company on or around the table:
• Any bases that fall into the sea (off the top table edge) are lost (as drowned)
• Any bases that fall elsewhere off the table are put into Reinforcements
• Any base that lands in a square containing Commonwealth troops (not including
tanks) is automatically considered to be immediately assaulting. The Allies can
fall back if they wish, with the normal penalties. If they stand, they get ‘here they
come’ shooting and the combat is resolved as usual at the end of that turn. This is
not considered to be a “short assault”.
• If bases from two or more German units land on the same Commonwealth-held
square, the Germans count as a single unit for the purposes of the ensuing assault
• Commonwealth morale checks are ignored prior to this combat resolution in the
turn that German troops land in their square.
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Reinforcements
Allied

• Bases lost to pre-game attrition (Depletions, above) from air attack are dead and not
available as reinforcements
• Readiness for deployment as per normal PBI rules (treating the Allied forces as three
separate PBI companies, each rolling for reinforcements in their turn)
• It is not possible to combine the ‘4D6 per unit’ dice from different PBI companies
(i.e. different in-game ‘battalions’) when attempting to bring on reinforcement
• Allied reinforcements are brought on in the squares indicated in the table sketch map
above

German

• Troops lost into the sea are dead and removed from the game (so are not available as
reinforcements)
• Troops that landed off the other table edges may be brought on as reinforcements,
using the normal PBI rules for readiness (treating the German forces as two separate
PBI companies, each rolling for reinforcements in their turn)
• It is not possible to combine the ‘4D6 per unit’ dice from different PBI companies
(i.e. different in-game ‘battalions’) when attempting to bring on reinforcement
• Glider-borne reinforcements (i.e. that landed off-table) arrive from column A: any
column A squares other than A10 (containing the bridge) count as Difficult
• Parachute-dropped reinforcements may arrive from any land table edge; normal
deviation rules apply
• The Germans roll a single D6 for Drop 1 at the start of their 3rd Turn (i.e. game Turn
5) and in subsequent German Turns if necessary: Drop 1 arrives on a score of 1 to 4
• Once Drop 1 has landed, Drop 2 can arrive on a single D6 score of a 1, 2 or 3 in
subsequent German Turns
• Drops 1 and 2 suffer Depletions and are positioned as described above.

Special Rules
Tavronitis Riverbed

• squares A1 to A12 are counted as a Gully
• olive orchards and vineyards count as Woods
• troops arriving from off-table into square A10 can choose to be on the road ridge

Battalion command bases

• the ‘battalion’ (PBI ‘company’) command bases represent an HQ section
• they can shoot, fight and be targeted as per any PBI Platoon Commander base, in
addition to their Company Commander base abilities
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Action Point dice
• each German ‘company’ (PBI ‘platoon’) receives 4 Action Point dice in place of
the normal 3 per turn: this is to reflect their increased momentum and local
initiative
• each Commonwealth ‘company’ (PBI ‘platoon’) receives just 2 Action Point dice
in place of the normal 3 per turn: this is to reflect the historically poor command
and control.

German weapon canisters
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

mark each square with German parachute-landed [not glider-borne, as these arrived fully
equipped] troops in it (with a singly-based pistol-armed figure) as soon as they deploy (i.e.
before they have found that weapons canisters)
throw 1D6 at the end of each player’s turn following a parachute Drop for each square
in turn – a canister is found and the German troops immediately armed with the weapons
that the figures are represented with if the necessary dice score is achieved:
o turn 1 after Drop: 6
o turn 2 after Drop: 5, 6
o turn 3 after Drop: 4, 5, 6
o turn 4 after Drop: 3, 4, 5, 6
o turn 5 and subsequent turns after Drop: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
o Note: a score of 1 is always a fail
o

once a square has found a canister, the pistol-armed marker figure is removed
note that, after Drop 2, different squares may require different dice rolls to find
their respective containers
if non-armed bases join armed bases, they get armed too but their turn finishes at
that point
if armed bases join unarmed bases, all are considered armed but figures in that
square may not use AP to shoot or assault in that same turn
Germans that have found a weapons canister are considered to be armed with the
weapons depicted on their miniatures
when first finding a canister (only), a German para base nominally armed with an
AT rifle may swap this for rifles or SMGs (in which case the AT rifle base is
exchanged for one with the appropriate weapons)
while without weapons, German paratroopers:
o are unable to fire (having sidearms only)
o do not get ‘here they come’ shooting if assaulted
o need 5AP to voluntarily assault
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Matilda breakdowns
The British Matilda tanks were under-maintained, having fought in North Africa. They
were prone to breaking down, turrets jamming and/or finding that they’d brought along
the wrong ammunition:
o
o

o

Each square that a Matilda moves, throw 1D6: it breaks down (is ‘Immobilised’) on
a 1 (normal Immobilisation recover rules apply)
The first in the game time that a Matilda fires its main gun, throw 1D6: a 2 means
that it has brought the wrong ammunition and cannot fire its main gun at all during
the game
Each time that a Matilda moves its turret for a main gun shot, throw a D6: the
turret jams on a 3 (treat as a turretless armoured vehicle for the rest of the game).

Dug-in New Zealand troops
•

Up to 4 squares containing 2 or more bases of 22 Battalion infantry and/or MMGs can start
the game dug in (counts as in a building for saving throws from shooting). Such squares
should contain a marker to indicate this status.

Vickers MMGs on Hill 107
•

•
•

The MMGs initially placed in squares D5 and/or E5 can (using what can be considered to be
pre-registered plunging fire) target the rectangle of squares B10 to F12 (i.e. on and around
the landing strip), over any intervening scenery and troops of either side
If the MMGs are ever moved during the game, they lose the above ability
These MMGs are considered to be located in pre-prepared positions, which prevent them
firing to their sides or rear. If assaulted from these directions, they count as pistol-armed

Maori assault
•

The Maori infantry can assault on 3 Action Points instead of the normal 4AP (to reflect their
historically vigorous counterattacking)

Assets
•
•

•

No normal PBI Assets are used unless otherwise stated
As long as the Allies hold (with at least one infantry or heavy weapons base) both
D5 and E5, on a roll of a 1, 2 or 3 on a D6, they can call in an Off-Table HE strike
in each of their turns. At least two of the 4 target squares must be those of the
Landing Strip. Normal Deviation rules apply.
The Germans may attempt once at any point in each of their own turns (other than
in a turn during which gliders or paratroopers are landing) to call in an air strike.
These succeed on a roll of a 1, 2 or 3 on a D6 and use the Off-table HE rules. If
the Allies then roll a 1 on a D6 they get to choose the target squares instead of the
Germans [representing the Allied use of German ground-to-air signalling panels].
Normal Deviation rules apply, whoever choses the target squares.

German morale
•
•

German troops do not take morale tests
As such, they do not need to place casualty markers
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•
•

German units will disappear when they have only one or two bases remaining
Off-table bases waiting to come on as reinforcements are counted within this
number of bases [e.g. a single on-table base will not rout if two or more bases of
the same unit are in the reinforcement pile]

•

Victory Conditions
•
•

Troops lost during either the German or Commonwealth depletion process are not
counted as casualties for the purposes of calculating victory points
Reference should be made to the Victory Points table of the PBI 2020 ruleset,
with the following modifications:
o
o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o

No Compensations (i.e. only the first table counts)
Ignore the table rows below ‘Company commander’
The maximum number of destroyed foot bases that can be claimed is increased
from 24 to 40
The following squares, are each worth 3D6 to the owning player (German if held by
at least two German infantry bases; otherwise deemed to be owned by the
Commonwealth player):
• Landing Strip: C12, D12, E12
The following squares, if held by at least two infantry bases, are each worth 3D6 to
the owning player:
• Northern side of Hill 107: D5, E5
The following squares, if held by at least two infantry bases, are each worth 2D6 to
the owning player:
• Southern side of Hill 107: D4, E4
Squares G8 and G9 (Maleme) are each worth 2VP to a player occupying them with
at least two infantry bases
In all cases, the victory dice rolled for a square can be rerolled once (all or none, for
any given square)
NOTE: for the purposes of the above Victory Points, “infantry bases” include
command, rifle, SMG, LMG and MMG bases only

Appendix A. Pre-Game Deployment Grid
Place tally marks in each box against the relevant base:
Unit / Commander:
Base colour:
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10,11,12

Second 2D6

8,9

7

5,6

2,3,4

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

AT

AT

AT

AT

AT

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

AT

AT

AT

AT

AT

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

AT

AT

AT

AT

AT

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

AT

AT

AT

AT

AT

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

Rifle

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

SMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

LMG

AT

AT

AT

AT

AT

2,3,4

5,6

7

8,9

10,11,12

First 2D6

Note: these grids – one per unit – can usefully be completed in advance of the game to speed up
deployment
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Appendix B. Maleme Play Sheet
Deployment:
Events:
1

Lay out scenery

2

Deploy Commonwealth forces: 22 Battalion (HQ, A, C and D Coys); 27 MG Battalion Coy; RAF
detachment; 7 RTR section (Matilda)

3

Place up to 4 dug-in markers (in squares with 2 or more infantry)

4

Decide on initial
Commonwealth AA fire:

Yes

5

Commonwealth depletions, by
infantry base (2 D6):

Base lost on double 1

Base lost on double 1 or double
2

6

German depletions (2D6)

Base lost on 3 or 11

Base lost on 5 or 11

7
8
9

Complete deployment grids for 1&2, 3 and 4 Companies
Place German I / LLSR Battalion and Company commanders (dice for positions)
Place Companies around respective commanders

10

Turn 1 (German)

Turn
1
2
3
4
5
6 and
evens
7 and
odds



No



Player
German
Commonwealth
German
Commonwealth
German
Commonwealth

Event
Automatic assault when landing on Commonwealth foot bases
Reinforcements as per standard rules, in noted squares
Reinforcements as per standard rules, in noted squares
Drop 1 arrives on 1 – 4 on a D6
Reinforcements as per standard rules, in noted squares

German

Drop 1 arrives on 1–4 on a D6 (Drop 2 on a 1-3 if Drop 1 has already arrived)
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Para Drops:
Turn in which Drop 1 landed: 

Turn in which Drop 2 landed: 

Canisters [fill in turn numbers, depending on when each Drop lands]:
Drop 1
Turn (end) Canister found
on:
6
5, 6
4, 5, 6
3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Drop 2
Turn (end) Canister found
on:
6
5, 6
4, 5, 6
3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Turn tracker [strike off number at end of each turn]:
Current turn:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Special Rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

German glider-borne troops dropped off-table arrive from Column A; paras from any land
table edge
Commonwealth platoons (‘companies’) receive just 2 Action Point dice per turn
German platoons (‘companies’) receive 4 Action Point dice per turn
Maoris assault on 3AP
German air strike (as per HE strike) on a 1,2, 3: Commonwealth chooses target squares on
1
Commonwealth HE strike on Landing Strip on a 1, 2, 3 if controlling squares D13 and E13
Commonwealth MMGs can fire from squares D13 and E13 to the airfield and surrounding
squares [B10 to F12], over intervening olive orchards and troops
Germans with no weapons:
o cannot fire
o need 5AP to assault
Matilda:
o immobilises when moving on a 1 (every turn it moves)
o cannot fire main gun on a 2 (first shot of main gun only)
o turret jams on a 3 (every turn turret rotates for main gun shot)
Matilda II statistics:
o Armour: 7
o AP effect: 7
o HE effect: 1
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Appendix C. Troops – Order of Battle
Nationality Unit
New
Zealand
21 Battalion: HQ
21 Battalion:
New
A Coy: Lt Roach
Zealand
B Coy: Capt
McClymont
New
Zealand

New
Zealand

New
Zealand
New
Zealand
New
Zealand
New
Zealand
British
British
German
German

22 Battalion: HQ
22 Battalion: A, C, D
Coys
A Coy: Capt Hanton
C Coy: Capt S H
Johnson
D Coy: Capt T C
Campbell
Coy, 27th Machine Gun
Battalion
Capt Grant
23 Battalion: HQ
23 Battalion:
A Coy: Capt C
Watson
B Coy: Lt JB Gray
Coy, 28 (Maori)
Battalion
Capt H Leaf
RAF Detachment
Section, B squadron,
7th Royal Tank
Regiment
I / LLSR (glider-borne)
HQ
I / LLSR (glider-borne)
Jaeger

Bases
Lt Col J M Allen
CC rifle

Quality
Average

2 x [PC rifle + 5 rifle + 2
Average
LMG]
Lt Col Leslie Wilton
Andrews
CC rifle + 1 SMG + 3
rifle + 1 LMG

Average

3 x [PC rifle + 5 rifle + 2
Average
LMG]

PC rifle + 2 Vickers
MMG

Average

Lt Col D F Leckie: CC
rifle

Average

2 x [PC rifle + 5 rifle + 2
Average
LMG]
PC rifle + 5 rifle + 2
LMG

Average

1 PC pistol + 5 rifle

Raw

1 x Matilda II

Raw

CC SMG – Major Franz
Veteran
Braun
3 x [PC SMG + 3 SMG +
3 rifle + 3 LMG + 1 AT Veteran
rifle]
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Nationality Unit
1/ & 2/ Major
Walter Koch
3/ Oberleutnant
Wulf van Plessen
4/ Hauptmann Kurt
Sarazzin
German –
Drop 2
II / LLSR (airborne) HQ
German –
II / LLSR (airborne)
Drop1
Jaeger
5/ Oberleutnant
Herterich
6/ Oberleutnant
Pissin
German –
III / LLSR (airborne) HQ
Drop 2
German –
III / LLSR (airborne)
Drop 2
Jaeger
9/ Hauptmann
Rudolf Witzig
10/ Oberleutnant
Schulte-Sassse

Bases

Quality

CC SMG – Major Edgar
Veteran
Stentzler
2 x [PC SMG + 2 SMG +
4 rifle + 3 LMG + 1 AT Veteran
rifle]
CC SMG – Major Otto
Scherber

Veteran

2 x [PC SMG + 2 SMG +
4 rifle + 3 LMG + 1 AT Veteran
rifle]
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fallschirm-Artillerie-Abteilung 7 : https://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?t=184345
Maori Battalion: https://28maoribattalion.org.nz/node/6953
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Tavronitis Bridge, Maleme,
Crete.(1941) by Miles
I was asked if I could solve a problem. To put a sunken dried riverbed along the table of
battle of Maleme Airfield. To do this some justice, I first had to raise the whole table. As
putting a ridge along the edge didn’t look right at all, right? Which I did with various
polystyrene squares from TSS - who can remember those days?
So once that idea was in place, I then needed to work out what was needed. So Simon
(the organiser of the Crete games) got me a single-track girder bridge, with brick
supports from Skytrex (now Warlord) models.
I then went about adding detail - this was only going to be one span of the actual multispan bridge as it was only covering the first 6 inches into the board. So with that in
mind, I went on to give the roadway a more appropriate look using plastic planking card
giving more of the wooden effect of the original bridge. I put in hand railings using
plastic strips, then went on to use more strips for some detail underneath: not
everywhere, but enough to prevent it looking entirely plain, if you looked along the
riverbed.

The bridge superstructure

and underside detailing
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Some initial painting and washing

The finished bridge, after layers of dry-brushing

The riverbed itself was made using polystyrene, cut to give a gradual slope of a riverbed,
with the aid of a friend’s rather fancy hot wire cutting machine. I had decided to make
the bed into 2 x 3 foot lengths for ease of mobility and storage.
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The polystyrene roughly cut to shape

Now with the benches cut, checking that the bridge still fits

As TSS tiles are 40mm high, this was the height from which the slope must come down
from, but not getting right to the bottom as the river is considerably wider than we were
modelling. As per pictures of the riverbed, I cut the polystyrene into three levels to give
the effect of being “benched” so hopefully this was achieved? In proximity to the bridge
itself, I had to give it all a more comprehensive bridgehead look, so I had to sculpt the
riverbed around the brick supports cutting into the bed. The original bed does actually go
out a bit further, but a modeller’s licence had to be applied to fit the “famous” bridge
into the 6-inch distance (a PBI grid square side) available.
I then covered the whole bed in normal household filler - tile grout will also do the job.
Then it was stippled with an old paintbrush and allowed to dry, to help give that sloped
bench effect.
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A good dollop of wall tile adhesive and sand

The textured effect after stippling
I then painted it with “Iraqi Sand” mixed with sand to bond it all together and give it a
slightly more weathered effect. A light Sepia wash was applied to the whole thing, and
then highlighted with Ivory.
Both Iraqi Sand and Ivory were based on samples of Vallejo colours and then taken to a
DIY shop paint counter and colour matched, as these were the decided colours to paint
all Terrain features on the 3 Crete boards we produced.
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The base colour and ink
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Dry-brushing brought out the texture
My local B&Q did the first batch, but I got my second batch from my local Crown shop,
as I personally find that their paint covers scenery better.
After that, I covered the cracks and not-so-well-covered bits of terrain detail with flock,
using a mix of “winter/dead”, “parched straw” and “arid” static grass to give it a
Mediterranean feel of growing grass that also gets more than its fair share of sunshine.
Hopefully the pictures that accompany this article will help explain any queries and
questions.

The two riverbed sections, showing the bridge abutments
As people will see from various Forums and Facebook groups, and actually being at
various shows and events, we have put on 3 games of the invasion of Crete 1941, for
which this bridge and riverbed were distinguishing parts of the Maleme game table.
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The riverbed and bridge at the edge of the airborne landing action

Miles
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Camulogene’s alternative
system for casualties (Square
Bashing) by Pierre
When we started to play Square Bashing games, I was a bit annoyed because all of my
WW1 armies were based with three stands per unit, instead of the four required, and so
the “half stand” system could not be used.
So, assuming that each unit has a “life” of eight points, I began to build “casualties
stands” instead of “half-stands”, each with one casualty figure lying next to a “shell
hole”.
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Thus, a single “casualty stand” with an empty hole added next to the unit indicates that
this unit suffered the loss of one half-stand.

The “shell hole” is of quasi-squared shape (a MDF frame can be added), so that it can
host a small 7mm dice.
Below, the German unit suffered two losses, and therefore an entire stand, so the dice is
turned to indicate the remaining six “life points”:
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As things progress with amounting casualties, the dice is turned. Below, this German
unit suffered its third casualty:
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When the dice shows four remaining points, it indicates that the unit reached halfstrength:
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The advantage of this method is that the casualties doesn’t need to be removed, and so
the lovely figures can stay on the table until the unit routs or is entirely destroyed.
We use the same method for morale, with a “neutral” dice stand placed in the squares, in
order to indicate the number of morale tests being required. For example, in the square
below this badly mauled French unit suffered a total of five casualties (only three points
remaining), and in addition three morale tests are required this turn:
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Ten Good Things About
Wargaming by Sean
1. It allows you to play with toy soldiers no matter what your age. Making sound effects
remains optional but adds to the flavour, as does a big hat.
2. It involves many things, not just playing a game. You can paint your figures, make
terrain, read a book, talk to friends, browse a website planning a new project or just sit in
the corner, thinking about things.
3. Unlike in real life, you can always blame bad luck on dice.
4. You get to meet interesting people from all walks of life that you would otherwise
never get to meet. Some you may wish you hadn’t met, but it makes things interesting
all the same.
5. It gives you the moral high ground when watching a war film with family or friends
allowing you to point out factual errors and being able to tell everyone how you would
have done it differently on the tabletop.
6. No one can tell you that you have the wrong coloured green because green is green.
7. Wargames shows are great for meeting friends and helping you to spend all your
birthday money on something you didn’t know you needed.
8. Whilst wargaming will never settle who is the best general in history, but you can
have a go and claim to be better than Alexander when you route his Companions
because you rolled double 6. Don’t run and tell your significant other though. They most
likely aren’t interested.
9. Wargaming, especially with Peter Pig games, allows you to be a pirate one day, a
Samurai leader the next and then to stand on the field at Bosworth fighting Richard III
the day after. What other hobby can claim that?
10. Wargaming is best when done with good friends, lots of smiles and a handful of
dice.
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Head Swaps by Tim
I'm currently {albeit very slowly; due to the number of conflicting projects I'm working
on) building 15mm Armies for the War of the Triple Alliance or Paraguayan War.
Attached is my first battalion of Paraguayans for 1866.
They were made using the bodies of RANGE 2 ACW. item numbers 84. Union Forage
cap advancing tatty/barefoot and 59. Barefoot Rebs Advancing hat, with heads removed
and from RANGE 6 HEADS, item number 47, WW1 Belgian Shako. The command
element is standard ACW Union.
The figures were sprayed white then Contrast paints were used (this project was also one
for me to try them out as well)
I hope you like and find some use for the pictures, maybe it will help someone who is
looking for ideas or wants to know what the head conversions end up looking like.
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The factory game by Miles
Here are photos of an award winning 15mm game.
The game is based upon a hypothetical situation.
The Germans are evacuating some specialist heavy armour during the general chaos of
the fall 1945.
Above. A big view.
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Above The modelled German tanks
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Above Various German 1945 tanks
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Above British big tanks 1945
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British infantry moving into the table.
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Above Some big views. Many of the buildings are TT gauge European plastic model
kits.
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Above. Minitanks Opel fire engine
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Above. Trains are from European 1/100t makers. Plus ATLAS editions too.
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American scrapbook 2008

Above. British 3pdr battalion light gun
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Above. 3pdr rear view
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Above 3pdr side view.
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Historicon 2008. Fredericksburg
A big hall.
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Kings mountain
Highly recommended for a visit.
The path up to the summit.

Below. Diorama of the fighting at Kings Mountain.
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Militia at Kings Mountain
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ACW Petersburg
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Above. Reconstruction with reduced pointy at Petersburg.
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Above. Union mortar used to shoot into Petersburg defences.
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Above. Entrance to the union mine workings that led to the Union crater explosion
manoeuvre.

End
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